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Abstract

This paper demonstrates that the optical testing of diamond-
turned surfaces is best accomplished by interferometry and not
by tests which measure wavefront slope. Certain conditions re-
garding the interferometer configuration must be met in order
to generate meaningful and accurate interferograms. A 40 cm
diamete¡ aperture modified Mach-Zehnder interferometer
mounted directly on the diamond-turning lathe to facilitate rap-
id testing of figure between fabrication cuts is described. Results
for a spherical surface tested in a Twyman-Green interferometer
and an off-axis parabola tested in the Mach-Zehnder interferom-
eter are illustrated.

Introduction

The diamond-turning development program at the Oak Ridge
Y-12 Plant (operated by Union Carbide Corporation under con-
tract with USERDA) is currently involved in the fabrication of
copper plated mirrors for the CO2 laser fusion experiments
being conducted at Los Alamos Scientific Laboratories (LASL).
These mirrors - long-radíus spheres being fabricated on the
Moore diamond-turning lathe and short-focus off-axis parabolas
being fabricated on the Excello lathe, must be inspected and
certified for figure accuracy prior to delivery. While these mir-
rors are to be used at infra¡ed wavelengths, testing at visible
wavelengths has proved both convenient and invaluable by using
conventional laser interferometrv. Non-interferometric meth-
odsr'2 for qualifying surface figúre have been used; however,
they are more difficult to implement and less interpretable than
direct interferometry. The nature of the diamond-turned surface
does place restrictions on the test configuration used. These re-
quirements are:

( I ) Sinele pass null test
(2) Record of complete surface test . .
(3) Insensitivity to steep zonal slopes on surface
(4) Sharp in-focus image of mirror surface formed on re-

cording plane.
These conditions are met by the Twyman-Green interferometer
for testing spherical surfaces and by a modified Mach-Zehnder
configuration for testing off-axis parabolas.

Nature of Surface Errors in Diamond Tumed Surfaces

In principle, diamond-turned optical components could be test-
ed using any of the techniques applied to conventionally pro-
cessed optics if it were not for the presence of sharp zonaT n-
regularities in the machined surfaces. These zones, which under
visual examination suggest the appearance of a phonograph rec-
ord, are due principally to errors in the radial path traced by the
diamond tool across the surface. Contours such as parabolas
which require a motion o_ f the tool having two degrees of free-
dom, in general, exhibit more pronounced zones than do those
surfaces such as flats which reguire a motion of the tool having
only one degree of freedom." These zones, which may have
little adverse effects on the performance of an optical system at
infrared wavelengths, can seriously impair certain types of op-
tical tests performed at visible wavelengths owing to the scale of
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the defect relative to the wavelength of the incident radiation.
Errors in the surface may be divided into three categories

based upon the lateral scale of the deviation;" surface figure,
surface finish or roughness, and surface waviness. Surface figure
is the principal quantity which affects the gross image forming
characteristics of an optical system and is represented by surface
height variations having a lateral separation or wavelength on
the order of centimeters and a ve¡tical amplitude on the order
of fractions of a micron to seve¡al microns. Figure errors may be
due to a number of factors, including low order tool path errors,
machine setup errors, spindle growth and dynamic flexures of
the mirror part during machining, as well as faulty fixturing
which can produce a warped or astigmatic part.

Surface finish or roughness is a measure of the short period
variations in surface height and is the property which generates
large angle scatter in an optical system as well as increased sur-
face absorption. Having a lateral separation of less than a milli-
meter and surface height variations less than approximately
500,4,, roughness is a function of such parameters as tool feed
rate, machinability of the substrate, residual vibrations in the
Iathe, and diamond tool quality.

Lying between the two extremes is surface waviness, which is
responsible for low angle scatter, and additional degradation of
the optical image. It is manifest in the form of the jagged radial
zones seen in diamond turned surfaces. Waviness has a lateral
separation on the order of millimeters and an amplitude ap-
proaching fractions of a micron. Waviness can be attributed to
short period straightness and angular errors in the machine slide
ways and lead screw which are amplified by the so-called Abbe'
offsets of the tool relative to the slide and are outside of the
servo loop controlling caniage positions.

Optical Testing Techniques

While conventionally processed optical surfaces suffer from fig-
ure error, waviness and roughness, the nature of the defects have
such a low order compared to the wavelength of visible light
that a surface may be evaluated by any number of traditional
optical tests, including geometric slope tests such as the Fou-
cault" or Hartmann" tests, or by direct wavefront measuring in-
terferometry as with the laser Twyman-Green interferometer. In
contrast, diamond-turned surfaces are not well suited to geo-
metric slope tests owing to the extreme waviness of the surface
manifested as steep sloped zones having a short lateral width.
However, interferometric surface measurements are possible
provided the waviness has an amplitude less than the interfe¡o-
metric fringe spacing and provided the interferogram recording
plane is an in-focus image of the optical surface. Also possible
are, of course, interferometric tests performed at effective infra-
red wavelengths by using either a direct infrared interferometer
or by using two-wavelength holographic inte¡ferometry.7 Either
technique, however, is costly or complicated and inconvenient
and is unnecessary if the above two criteria can be met.

The Foucault class of tests fail because rather than measuring
the surface profile directly, one measures the slope, or deriva-
tive, of the surface, and as such, is a noisy process. In the trans-
verse knife edge test or its geometric equivalent, the transverse
wíre test,o one records the transverse knife edge position in the
image plane as a function of the position of its shadow project-
ed on the mirror su¡face. Alternately, in the more common but
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equivalent longitudinal knife edge or wire tests, one records the
position of focal positions of zones on the mirror surface. In the
presence of many narrow steep zones having the same slope it
becomes difficult to locate a single shadow on the mirror cor-
responding to a given slope on the surface, thus making an accu-
rate reconstruction of the surface profile by integration impos-
sible. Furthermore, the surface may suffer from a discontinuity
in surface height in which, although the slopes on either side of
the discontinuity are the same, the surface heights are different.
Consequently, a surface phase error can go undetected because
the discontinuity is thought to be a local zone rather than a step
height change.

Figure 1. Foucaultgram of a diamond turned surface. The surface is an
off-axis port¡on of a sphere fabricated on a Moore diamond-turning lathe.

Figure I shows a Foucaultgram of a 20 cm diameter off-axis
section of a diamond-turned sphere having a 339.8 cm radius of
curvature and diameter of 39 cm which was produced on a
Moore diamond-turning lathe. Note the presence of a number of
narrow zones due to waviness in addition to the two broad
zones due to figure error. The heights of these narrow zones can-
not be quantitatively measured from Foucault test data.

The Ronchi test, which in effect simultaneously records the
positions of the shadows of equally spaced transverse wi¡es as
in the wire test, also fails because it is a slope test. Each wire in
the Ronchi grating maps a shadow corresponding to the locus of
constant slope. Thus, one records overlapping loci which, upon
data reduction, become uninterpretable. Figure 2 is a Ronchi-
gram of the same mirror as before.

Another disadvantage of the Foucault class of tests is that
they can measure surface profile readily only in one direction,
whereas one needs an effective test for astígmatism due to im-
proper fixturing during machining. The Hartmann test, in which
a screen having an array of small apertures is placed over the
mirror surface to generate a real ray trace of the system by pho-
tographically recording the positions of the rays in the region
near the caustic to yield slope error, will generate surface error
data for the entire surface. However, because the surface is sam-
pled only at discrete locations, one knows nothing about the
surface in the regions between the sample points. Furthermore,
as in the Foucault test, the Hartmann test cannot measure dis-
continuities in the surface.

Also to be considered is the effect of the Ha¡tmann screen
hole size. If too large a hole is used, then the light can be reflect-
ed off a large number of zones, possibly giving the image at the
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Figusø 2. Ronchigram of the same surface. Grating frequency is 200
lines/inch and has been defocused sufficiently to accentuate the overlap
of Ronchi zones.

photographic plate a complicated shape for which the centroid
will be difficult to locate. Too small a hole, and only the slope
of a given zone that is not representative of the surrounding re-
gion may be measured instead.

Direct wavefront measuring interferometry avoids the prob-
lem encountered in slope tests as applied to diamond-turned op-
tics in that a record of the entire surface is made at once and
that surface error rather than slope error is recorded directly. By
introducing a suitable amount of tilt between the wavefront
from the surface and the reference wavefront, a set of interfer-
ence fringes is superimposed over the image of the optical sur-
face. These fringes represent loci of constant optical path dif-
ference. Departure from straightness of a fringe is thus directly
related to variations in surface height.

An interferometer must still meet certain requirements in
order to perform satisfactorily. One is that the interferogram re-
cording plane must be a sharp in-focus conjugate image to the
mirror surface in order to give a proper representation of the
height variations. Because of Fresnel diffraction, the out-of-
focus image of a pure phase object contains intensity variations,
whereas the in-focus image does not. As shown in Figure 3, the
zones in a diamond-turned mirror yield concentric rings in the
out-of-focus image of the surfacç. The rings disappear when the
image is focused, as in Figure 4. When the reference beam from
the interferometer is introduced in the interference fringes su-
perimposed over the in-focus image as shown in Figures 7 and 8
are much more finely detailed than those on the out-of-focus
images shown in Figures 5 and 6. The shapes of the zones are
quite apparent in the in-focus interferograms. Note especially
how the fringes become difficult to locate when they run paral-
lel to the zones in the out-of-focus image.

The origin of the zonal intensity variations is demonstrated
in Figure 9. Let S and S'be the surface and in-focus image of
the surface, respectively. Z is a zone having slope different f¡om
the rest of the mirror. Consequently, the wavefront from that
zone is reflected at an angle different from the rest of the re-
flected wavefront. From seometric optics we can show that
points A', Z' , and B' in iñrage plane S' are separate images of
points A, Z, and B in object plane S regardless of the directions
in which the wavefronts from those points traveled. Consequent-
ly, A', Z', and B' dò not interfere with one another and there
are no intensity variations. However, in planes I and O, which
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Figure 3. Out-of-focus image of diamond-turned surface. R¡ng structure
is due to Fresnel diffraction from diamond turned zones.

Figure 4. In-focus image of same surface. Ring structure has vanished.

are inside or outside the Gaussian image plane, the wavefronts
from points A and Z, and from B and Z, interfere at points A Z
and BtZt ,  respectivel i .

Because of the requirement of a sharp focus of the mírror
surface, the double-pass testing of a surface should be avoided
ufl less the surface can be imaged back onto i tself .  For example,
in the traditional method for testing apanbola by autocollima-
tion off a reference flat, two images of the mirror surface are
formed in different planes and it is not possible to obtain a
sharp focus for both images simultaneously. Consequently
fringe detail is blurred. In addition, the wavefront can reflect off
a steep zone on one part of the mirror at an angle, reflect off
the autocollimating flat, and return to the mirror at a slightly
shif ted location, thus contr ibuting an e¡roneous amount to the
wavefront in the form of a ghost zone at that portion of the
mirror. Figure 10 illustrates this principle.

Double-pass test ing might be avoided for a second reason -

Figure 5. Interferogram of out-of-focus surface. Interference fringes are
perpendicular to zones, Shape and amplitude of zones is immeasurable
and mirror edge is ill-defined.

Figure 6. lnterferogram of out-of-focus sut{ace. Interference fringes are
parallel to zones and are diff¡cult to locate.

increased sensit ivi ty. I f  the ampli tude of the surface waviness
exceeds an amount greater than one fr inge spacing, fr inges from
adjacent orders interlace and appeat to blend together. Conse-
quently, if the surface waviness is already marginal for a single-
pass test, then a double-pass configuration wil l  increase the
problem.

As with conventional optical surfaces, inte¡ferometric test ing
of diamond-turned optics is best accomplished i f  the test is per-
formed in a nul l  configuration. In this case, contour errors are
simple departure from straightness of interference fr inges. In a
non-nul l  configuration, i t  is necessary to mathematical ly sub-
tract out the aberrat ion introduced by the arrangement. How-
ever, i f  the expected aber¡at ion is too great to subtract mathe-
matical ly, i t  may usually be subt¡acted out optical ly.with an
Offner nul l  lenstu or a computer generated holograrn." In the
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Figure 9. Generation of ¡ntens¡ty variations in out-of-focus ¡mage of
mirror surface.

Figure 7.  Inter ferogram of  in- focus surface.  Fr inges are perpendicular
to zon€s.  Shape and ampl i tude of  zones are easi ly  measured f rom fr inge
contour and mirror gdge is easily discerned,

Figure 8. Interferogram of in-focus surface. Fringes are paral lel to zones
but are easy to locat6.

test ing of special ized aspherics, the simplest nul l  test can be ob-
tained by combining simple nul l  lenses and computer generated
holograms.

Description of On Machine Mach-Zehnder Interferometer

The interferometer that satisf ies the requiremerlts of a single-
pass nul l  test for the test ing of off-axis parabolas is the modif ied
Mach-Zehnder configuration as shown schernatical ly in Figure
11,  and as  shown ins ta l led  on  the  c ross  s l ide  o f  the  Exce l lo  d ia -
mond tu rn ing la the  in  F igure  12 .  A  2  mw HeNe laser  beam isex-
panded and diverged to i l lurninate a 43 cm diameter f  l4 pl,ano-
convex aspheric col l imator 1ens, fabricated by the Optical Sci-
ences Center, University of Arizona. The optic axis is al igned
pa¡al lel to the axis of rotat ion of the spindle of the lathe.
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Figure 10. Generation of ghost zones in testing a parabola by auto-
collimation. P = illuminating point source, S = mirror surface, S'= image
of surface, M = autocollimat¡ng ftat. Z[=.zone on mirror, 2o' = reflec-
tion of Zo onto back of surface, 2, and 2r ' = images of Zoand Zo' .

ì
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Figure I 1. Modif ied Mach-Zehnder ¡nterferometer schematic,

Mounted on the spindle is the parent fixture into which are pot-
ted six off-axis parabolic mirror segments. Each of these parab-
olas, which have a vertex focal length of 77.27 cm, are 40.64 cm
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Figure 12. Modified Mach-Zehnder ¡nterforometer as installed on Ex-
cello diamond turning lathe. L = laser. BE = beam expander, BS = beam-
splitter, BD = beam diverger, CL = coll¡mator lens, P = off-axis parabola
under test, BC = recollimating lens, Ml-M5 = reference beam turning mir-
rors, PC = recording camera, XS = lathe x-slide carriage, TP = tool post
support¡ng diamond tool, SP = lathe spindle head.

in diameter and posit ioned 48.56 cm from the spindle axis. The
wavefront from a parabola under test is focused to a point and
recollimated by a2.5 cm focal length lens. The collimated refer-
ence beam is split off from the first beam expander and com-
bined with the wavefront from the parabola. The mirror pupil
with the superimposed interference fringes is imaged onto the
film plane of a Polaroid MP4 camera using an 82 mm focal
length lens. The front end of a Tinsley Laboratories laser Twy-
man-Green interferometer provides the recollimating and beam
combining optics.

An alignment procedure has been developed that insures that
the interferometer is collimated and aligned parallel to 2.5 arc
seconds of the spindle axis. The collimator and beam diverger
lenses are removed from the system and the x-slide carriage is
positioned so that the collimated light from the beam expander
is pointed at the spindle axis on which is mounted an optical
flat supported by a two-axis tilt mount. By placing a precision
corner cube reflector in the reference arm of the interferometer
to reflect the beam back upon itself through the first beamsplit-
ter, the interferometer is now operating in a Twyman-Green
mode. Looking at the fringes generated by the interference of
the reference beam and the reflection off the spindle mirror,
both the spindle mirror and the fixture supporting the laser
beam expander and beamsplitter are tilted until there is just one
broad fringe seen across the field of view that remains stationary
with spindle rotation. In front of the position of the collimator
lens is placed a 40 cm diameter optical flat which is aligned
parallel to the spindle flat by autocollimation. The collimator
lens is now installed and the plano rear surface of the lens is also
made parallel to the spindle flat. The beam diverger is now in-
stalled and its focal and lateral positions relative to the collima-
to¡ lens are established again by autocollimation. The large flat
and corner cube are now removed and the x-slide repositioned
so that the off-axis parabola is now illuminated by the collima-
tor. The Tinsley interferometer is now positioned at the focus
of the parabola and the reference beam adjusted to generate in-
terference fringes in the interference plane.

Testing of Spherical Mirrors

The concave spherical mirrors being fabricated for LASL have

a diameter of 40 cm and radius of curvature in the vicinity of
1300 cm. These mirrors are fabricated on a Moore diamond-
turning lathe and inspected off the machine owing to the rela-
tive ease with which they may be ¡emoved from or replaced on
the supporting fixture if need be. As spheres present no partic-
ular testing problems when examined at the center of curvature
in a laser Twyman-Green interferometer, the testing procedure
will not be discussed.

Analysis of Interferograms

The resulting interferograms are interpreted by both visual in-
spection and by computer analysis. Visual inspection will quick-
ly reveal whether the overall quality of the part is at least mar-
ginally acceptable. Excessive waviness as well as such in-process
errors such as a tool slippage during machining can be rapidly
identified in this manner. Once the visual inspection proves satis-
factory, a computer analysis is performed to quantify contouf
or figure errors which could have been due to such effors as ma-
chine instability, faulty fixturing or an inco¡rect numerical con-
trol tape and to certify that the mirror does meet specifications.
Thus, provided the errors are systematic and not statistical, a
new numerical control tape caî be prepared from the resultant
analysis.

Visually satisfactory interferograms of each mirror are manu-
ally scanned with a coordinate dig¡tizer coupled to a Hewlett-
Packard 9830 calculator. Fringe data is recorded in the form of
fringe order number and (x,y) pupil coordinates for up to 400
data points approximately equally spaced across the pfpil. The
data is analyzed by the computer program FRINGE," which
was developed by John Loomis of the Optical Sciences Center,
University of Arizona. FRINGE fits the data to a 36-term Zer¡-
ike polynomial using the Gram-Schmidt method of least-squares
fitting. The output of the program is in the form of a contour
map of the resulting wavefront as well as statistical charactenza-
tion of the wavefront. Also available are geometric and diffrac-
tion analyses of the image plane for evaluation of system perfor-
mance at any desired wavelength.

The interferogram analysis cannot take into account the ef-
fect of surface waviness beclurse the data is digitally filtered by
the processes of sampling the surface at discrete locations and
fitting the data to a polynomial. Thus only the low order figure
error and its effect upon image formation can be calculated.
However, because the interferogtãm can record the surface wavi-
ness, it should be possible to extend the prediction of the sys-
tem performance to incorporate surface scatter using an appro-
priate scatter theory based upon knowledge of the surface struc-
ture.

Results

Figure I 3 shows an interferogram of an off-axis parabola after
an initial evaluation cut made on the Excello lathe. The inter-
ferogram, while revealing a surface figure of unacceptable qual-
ity, demonstrates the importance of having an interferometric
on-machine inspection capability. In this instance, not only is
it apparent that the outer edge of the mirror is turned down,
but that the mi¡ror figure is too wavy. These errors have been
attributed, in part, to thermal instabilities in the diamond-turn-
ing lathe. The magnitude of these defects could not be measured
by visual observation, and would be prohibitively time consum-
ing and expensive to measure by removing a mirror from the
fixture and testing it off the machine. The Y-12 diamond turn-
ing engineers have used this interferogram to diagnose machine
faults and initiate cor¡ective measures.

The interferogram of a typical Moore turned sphere is shown
in Figure 74, and the contour map from the resulting FRINGE
analysis in Figure 15. The rms figure error of this example was
.151 microns, and peak to valley figure error was .850 microns.
The contour map reveals a four-pole symmetry in the surface
figure. This was attributed to distortion introduced by the four
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Figure 13.  Mach-Zehnder ¡nter ferogram of  prel iminary cut  of  of f -ax¡s
parabola,  This inter ferogram has proved to be a valuable diagnost ic  tool
in correct ion of  machine def ic iencies.

Figure 14. Laser Twyman-Green interferogram of Moore-turned spheri-
cal mirror. Diameter = 40 cm, radius of curvature = 1320 cm.

clamps fíxturing the nrirror to the spindle. More recent dia-
mond-turning efforts have resulted in a reduction in ast igmatisrn
once this problern had been identi f ied frorn interferonretr ic data.

Summary

Diamond-turned optics cart best be tested for f igule at visible

wavelengths usíng coltventional inte¡ferometry provided t l ìat
the optical surface is properly i lnaged onto the interferograrn
plane. Interferonretry has proved i tself  valuable in the diagnosis
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Figure 15. Contour map from FRINGE analysis of Moore-turned

sphere. Contour intervals are,1 microns in surface he¡ght varíat¡ons.

of fabrication errors and improvement of figure quality of dia-
mond turned optics.
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